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What counts as a good life for individuals? 

Notes for Teachers 

One starting point for addressing this question is sport. 
 

Science, Religion & Culture on: does sport offer a model for what counts as a good life for individuals? 

 

                                             

 
TO BE EXPLORED 
 
1.  We aim to explore the interaction between science, religion and culture on the question of what counts as good life for individuals – specifically the  
     following. 
 
               Does sport offer a model for what counts as a good life for individuals?   Let’s take cricket as our sport. 
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POSSIBLE WAYS OF WORKING  
 
2. An interesting discussion could easily be generated by the following questions. 
 
   .  What is cricket?  See, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cricket . 
 
   .  Is sledging part of the game?  As actually played? As per the rules? 
 
   .  What is sledging? See, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sledging_(cricket) .                                                                                                                           
 
   .  Is sledging good for winning a game?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   .  Is sledging good for the person being sledged? 
   .  Is sledging good for the person who sledges?                                                              
   .  Is sledging good for the game of cricket?                                                                                                                                              
   .  What defines a good cricketer?  Would a good cricketer sledge a person from another team?                                          
 
   .  What understanding(s) of ‘the good’ are you drawing on in these answers?     (See p. 200f, in M. Tuohy et.al. reference below in Resources)    
 
   .  Do only men cricketers sledge?      
 
   .  If sledging is OK on the field, is it OK off the field? 
 
   .  Are there other things that detract from cricket (according to the rules and spirit of the game) besides sledging?    
      How would you rate sledging compared to them?  
 
   .  Someone might say, “This is taking things too seriously?  Sledging is now part of the game as played so it’s OK.”   Is that a good stance? 
 
   .  If we take cricket at its best, does it offer a possible model of a good life?  To examine this issue,                                                                                           
          a. list up the things about cricket at its best that you would include; 
          b. now describe what  the corresponding things in your life would be.       
          c. would (b) count as a good life?                                                                                                           
 
3.  For what other issues faced by students today would this discussion be relevant? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cricket
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sledging_(cricket)
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SCIENCE, RELIGION  & CULTURE ON: DOES SPORT OFFER A MODEL FOR WHAT COUNTS AS A GOOD LIFE FOR INDIVIDUALS?   
 
What does science have to say (if anything) in answer to this question? 
 
For any field of inquiry the sciences can tell us what has been happening and often what has brought it about, as well as (some of) its impacts.  The sciences 
can sometimes make predictions of what is likely to happen in the future.  This has brought to light an extraordinary wealth of information which informs 
our daily life. 
 
From this alone there is no inference to what any of us ethically ought to do, or what would be ethically good to do.    
When we are clear on our values and our goals, on our vision of what counts as a ‘good life’ the sciences may well be of great help in our deciding how we 
are to live. 
 
On the other hand science can help clarify the sense of ‘good’ as in ‘good functioning’ – say of a heart or ecosystem, or of how to perform a function better 
as in batting or in bowling in cricket.   See research at the Australian Institute of Sport  http://www.ausport.gov.au/information .  
 
Science might come to tell us about the impact of sledging.  But whether sledging is good or good for cricket or whether cricketers should engage in sledging 
are not matters science can answer. 
 
 
What does religion have to say (if anything) in answer to this question? 
 
It would seem that religious traditions do not say anything directly about sledging in cricket.  This isn’t surprising.  But it’s not the whole story.      
 
“In the 1981 Oscar-winning film Chariots of Fire, the film’s hero, Eric Liddell, is literally running late for a mission meeting in a stark old Presbyterian Church 
on a dark Edinburgh Sunday.  Liddell apologises to his sister Jenny only to be delivered a real serve about his being perpetually distracted from the mission.  
Liddell then seeks to ease Jenny’s mind concerning his vocation to the mission field – but after he runs in the Olympics.  It is impossible to capture the 
passion and Scottish accent on the page, but he says, ‘I believe God made me for a purpose, but he also made me fast Jenny, and when I run I feel God’s 
pleasure.’” (From ZADOK 115, Perspectives 2012 Spirituality and Sport, p.8.) 
 
Many people feel the pleasure and excitement of playing games, especially playing sport.  Not many perhaps might recognise that experience as having 
anything to do with God.  Perhaps this is because of the image of God they have picked up from teaching and practice of the different religious traditions 
and ideas circulating in our culture.  God is often thought to be down on pleasure, especially bodily pleasure. God is supposedly down on wasting time like 

http://www.ausport.gov.au/information
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playing games including sport. God is taken to be focused on all the ways human life can totally lose the plot.  We do ‘lose the plot’ in matters great and 
small.  But this never was the whole story of any religion.  Some examples to support this claim.  A story from North American Indian traditions.  A young 
boy listens to an older man speaking about the two wolves in each of us – a good wolf and a bad wolf.  At the end the boy ask, ‘which wolf wins?’ The old 
man says, ‘the one you feed the most.’  In the Hebrew Bible there is a whole book ‘The Song of Songs’ that vividly celebrates human love. God is not 
mentioned but its inclusion in the Bible speaks of God’s affirmation of such love.   One of Christianity’s earliest theologians, St Irenaeus (202ce) said, “The 
glory of God is human beings fully alive”. This surely includes Eric Liddell’s running fast and feeling God’s pleasure as part of his fulfilling God’s purpose for 
him.  It would surely include all the best in human life that sport brings to light.  It also includes coaching and all that sports science offers.  Sure there is a 
great deal more to being ‘fully alive’, even a ‘mountain top’ experience; even suffering and sacrifice. Sport has its own versions of both. 
 
Another point made by ZADOK 115(pp.8, 9) concerns the distinction and overlap between leisure and work, where both are needed for a good life.  Play is a 
sub-category of leisure and includes playing a game, which may well be a team sport.  The point of playing is for the ‘good’ that is internal to the game. It is 
about an authentic contest of strengths and skills at their best to win the game.  This is true for professional sports where people are also paid to play.  The 
game is defined by its rules and embodied in a developing tradition that is always sorting out practices that are in accord with the game and those that are 
not.  Systematically breaking the rules undermines the point of playing the game.   
 
From A Crown for Australia, the Social Justice Statement 2014-15 from the Australian Catholic Bishops Conference. 
https://catholic.org.au/commission-documents/bishops-commission-for-justice-ecology-and-development/statements-1 
  
“Sport is a noble thing. It introduces us to people who become lifelong friends. It gives us permission to be tribal, but without guns or death or misery – 
though losing can be rather unpleasant. It lets us know that life doesn’t revolve around ‘me’. Worthwhile achievements require others as well: we are not 
alone; I am with others in good times and in bad.”   
 
“Sport builds perseverance and resilience: hard work, success and failure, honour and humiliation are constant variables in sport. It is rare that fickleness 
and laziness meet success, so sport can be a wise taskmaster and often a hard one. It tells us clearly: short cuts won’t do; you’ve got to earn it; and ‘there’s 
more in you than you realise – take a risk’.”   
 

“At its best, sport offers a safe and nurturing space where rich and poor, men and women, people of all colours and creeds can meet with a common goal; a 
place where human dignity is more important than winning the game. It is not uncommon to witness a fanatical ‘win at all costs’ mindset; violence on the 
field, on the sidelines or in the street; racist taunts, communal conflict and exclusion of minorities; abuse and exploitation of women; and greedy 
opportunism that turns social good into business opportunities for a few.”  A Crown for Australia p.3. 
 
 
 
 

https://catholic.org.au/commission-documents/bishops-commission-for-justice-ecology-and-development/statements-1
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From the Centre for Sport and Jewish Life   http://csjl.org/team.php  
 
When something is fun, it is intrinsically motivating. With the proper combination of artistry and skill, most physical educators are able to build upon that 
fun by instilling additional values, such as hard work and perseverance, respect for others and for the rules, and self-confidence. 

The goals of the T*E*A*M program are to provide participants with meaningful Jewish experiences within the sport setting through:  

 Increased positive association between their sport experience and their Jewish identity, and  

 Increased familiarization with Jewish concepts that can be applied to sport, as well as themes in sport that can be applied to Jewish living.  

The T*E*A*M framework incorporates four areas, which also form the acronym T-E-A-M:  

1. Technical mastery - which is the core of any youth sports program, aiding kids to acquire greater motor-skills competence.  

2. Emotional/social mastery - which incorporates paying attention to and helping kids grow in matters like self-confidence, teamwork, perseverance, 
goal setting, respect for others.  

3. Awareness of Jewish themes - such as concern for klal Yisrael, kavanah and kiddush Hashem.  

4. Menschlichkeit - promoting more caring behaviour like offering to help a teammate with less ability, respect for an opponent, accepting 
responsibility for equipment as needed. 

 
 

Much in common  
 

Sport can offer a model of what counts as a good life and it can offer a model of ‘losing the plot’.  The problem with sledging is that it is aimed degrading the 
capacities of a player on the other team and degrading the player.  This goes against the dignity of each human person.  Secondly it is part of the ‘win at all 
costs’, ‘whatever it takes’ mind set. If that is the mind set in which cricket or any game is played it changes the game.  A game is played to revel in an 
authentic test of skill and strength between two teams playing at their best to win, including celebrating the best that the game brings to light in all involved.  
Does a team that promotes sledging lack some confidence in its skills and strengths being good enough to beat the other team?  All this would be supported 
by many people in our culture who stand in no religious tradition.   
 
What does our culture say (if anything) in answer to this question? 
 
The first thing to say is that in Australia cricket is highly celebrated as a competitive sport with a long and illustrious tradition, with many levels of the game 
between the national team competing internationally in various formats, the first class interstate Sheffield Cup competition and a huge number local 
competitions for various ages.  For many, many people Australian cricket is bound up with being Australian.  The captain and coach of the team are 
celebrated roles and all that sports science offers is highly valued.      
 
.  Cricket fans aren’t crying out in large numbers to have sledding stopped. 

http://csjl.org/team.php
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.  No mention of it on cricket poll; e.g. http://www.cricket.com.pk/polls/  

.  Cricket Australia rule 2.1.4 appears to rule out sledging, see: http://www.cricketaustralia.com.au/cricket/rules-and-regulations  . 

.  International Cricket Council has Code of Conduct which seems to rule out sledging, see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICC_Cricket_Code_of_Conduct . 

.  There are opposing voices – see the sledging article from The Age 21 January 2015  (attached).  
   See also, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/sport/news/article.cfm?c_id=4&objectid=11388779  . 
.  As noted above many would oppose sledging because it degrades the person sledged and betrays the game. 
.  Does sledging fit well with the image of cricket as a game that came to light in the way cricketers responded to the death of Philip Hughes? 

 

An example of a positive interaction between science, religion and culture 

 

Many people who belong to a religious tradition and many of those who do not would agree in opposing sledging because it aims to degrade an opposing 

player, because it undermines the dignity of the person and because it undermines the point of playing the game.  How does this agreement come about?  

 

One source of this agreement is because our culture has a Judaeo-Christian heritage with a strong emphasis on the dignity of each human person.  This 

dignity is rooted in the belief that each person is created in the image of God.   

 

Our culture is also informed by philosophical ideas, especially the ideas of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) who taught that individual persons must be respected 

as ends in themselves and not treated simply as a means to an end.   Another source of this agreement on the dignity of each person is the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights which all nations in the UN agreed to following the atrocities of World War II.  

 

It is also true that individually and as a nation we ‘lose the plot’ in not upholding the dignity of each person. 

 

The following comment may help think about this dignity.   We are confronted with examples of dreadful violence in our communities, in our nation and 
from around the world.  We experience revulsion.  I suggest that the revulsion is in response to people’s bodies being broken, torn, even torn apart, with 
blood shed without any limit. The revulsion is also in response to how completely people are crushed by the violence done to them.    
 
As I reflect on this revulsion I realise that it includes me responding to how their dignity as persons is violated – they are treated as if absolutely worthless, 
turned into garbage.   This is different from what we know of evolution, where predators kill their prey in order to survive.  So much human violence has 
nothing to do with survival.     

http://www.cricket.com.pk/polls/
http://www.cricketaustralia.com.au/cricket/rules-and-regulations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICC_Cricket_Code_of_Conduct
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/sport/news/article.cfm?c_id=4&objectid=11388779
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If this analysis of revulsion is correct and if I take it as a clue to reality then my ‘world-view’ cannot be that everything is conditioned by everything else. 
For then there would be nothing unconditioned.  My view of reality (my world-view) would need to include something that transcends all conditions and is 
the ground of my unconditional worth.  Traditionally this transcendent something is called ‘God’, which I am in touch with at the point when I recognise the 
unconditional worth of another person – even as that person is being violated as if they were worthless. ” 
 
 
On the other hand we all know about being valued because of what we can do – we are good at sport or at music or we are useful at work or at home.  We 
are valued because of what we can help achieve.   We may even get valued if we go along with others.  We may even have sense of being valued because we 
have money, or a good looking body, or whatever.  These are examples of conditional worth.   
 
There remains a sense of being (or wanting to be)recognised and valued for yourself, for who you are as a person, of having  value that is unconditioned, 
because it is not conditional on wealth or skills or good looks or whatever.  This unconditional worth is our dignity, which can be recognised and respected or 
be denied and violated, both by others and by oneself.   
 
Should I take my dignity, my unconditional worth, of my being valued for my own sake without any conditions as real or as a fiction?  If I take it as real then 
my view of reality or my ‘world-view’ cannot be that everything is conditioned by all the circumstances in which it lives or is located.  For then there would 
be nothing unconditioned.  My world-view needs to include something that transcends all conditions and is the ground of my unconditional worth.  
Traditionally this transcendent something is called ‘God’, which I am in touch with at the point when the recognition of my dignity occurs.” 

    

In view of all this it is not surprising that there is a positive interaction between science, religion and culture in answer to the question: 

does sport offer a model for what counts as a good life for individuals?   
 

Finally, see below for “Rafael Nadal survives five-set scare to beat American qualifier Tim Smyczek at Australian Open.” 
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Rafael Nadal survives five-set scare to beat American qualifier Tim Smyczek at Australian Open 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BSh12Rs_0c 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BSh12Rs_0c
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                                                                                                                                                                      “It was pretty clear Rafa didn’t have his best stuff,” Smyczek 

said. “But it just shows the kind of player, the kind of champion he is. He was sick and not playing well, that was his C or D game, but he found a way to win. 

So hats off to him.  

I thought I had him for a minute. When he was kind of doubled over I could see he was really hurting. I started to believe 

that I really had a chance. But he turned it up to another gear. That’s why he’s been one of the best for years and years.”  
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“At the end of a fine day’s entertainment on Rod Laver Arena, Smyczek also earned everyone’s appreciation – especially 

Nadal’s – with a sporting gesture. Some idiot in the crowd shouted out [ a form of sledging?] just as Nadal was hitting his 

first serve, and the ball flew long, but Smyczek insisted that he be given another chance. It was an especially selfless act 

when you consider that the American was just two points from defeat at the time. In the words of Nadal, “It was a great 

example, what he did today.”   http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/tennis/rafaelnadal/11359895/Rafael-Nadal-survives-five-set-scare-to-beat-

American-qualifier-Tim-Smyczek-at-Australian-Open.html  

 

“Smyczek pushed Nadal to the limits, and played fair. When a spectator screamed out as Nadal tossed the ball for his serve 

[a form of sledging?] at 30-0 in the last game, the American insisted Nadal replay the serve.  “Very tough for me.  Just first 

of all I want to congratulate Tim – he’s a real gentleman”, Nadal said. “What he did in the last] game is …. Not a lot of 

people will do something like this at 6-5 in the fifth set.” 

http://my.chicagotribune.com/#section/-1/article/p2p-82588563/  

 

Questions 
 
.  What is Nadal praising Smyczek for? 
.  What makes that praiseworthy? 

.  What is Nadal saying with the following comment? 

                    “Not a lot of people will do something like this at 6-5 in the fifth set.” 

.  What (if anything) does this add to sport as a model of what counts as a good life?  
 
 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/tennis/rafaelnadal/11359895/Rafael-Nadal-survives-five-set-scare-to-beat-American-qualifier-Tim-Smyczek-at-Australian-Open.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/tennis/rafaelnadal/11359895/Rafael-Nadal-survives-five-set-scare-to-beat-American-qualifier-Tim-Smyczek-at-Australian-Open.html
http://my.chicagotribune.com/
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RESOURCES 
 
.   Sledging story from The Age, 21 January 2015 (Attached) 
 
.  ZADOK 115, Perspectives 2012 Spirituality and Sport.(Attached) 
   This issue has several articles but if you would have time for only one the article by  Gordon Preece, ‘“When I run I feel God’s pleasure”,   
   Towards a Protestant Play Ethic’.  This includes a discussion of the distinction between work and play.  It introduces different accounts of ‘play’ and its  
   theological significance.  The latter will be surprising for a lot of students who would probably not associate, God, play and pleasure. 
 
.   A Crown for Australia, Striving for the best in our sporting nation, Social Justice Statement 2014-2015, Australian Catholic Bishops Conference. 
    https://catholic.org.au/commission-documents/bishops-commission-for-justice-ecology-and-development/statements-1  
 
.  Centre for Sport and Jewish Life http://csjl.org/team.php  
 
.  M. Tuohy, R.Elliott, P. Rule, S. Harper, Religion, Ethics in a Pluralist Society, Units 1 & 2 VCE Religion and Society (Nelson Gengage Learning, Australia,  
  2012). See especially chapter 8, pp.155-177 for a brief introduction to key thinkers in ethics; pp.200- 207 for a brief introduction to three basic approaches 
  to ethics and logical fallacies in ethical communication.                                                                                               
 
 
 

https://catholic.org.au/commission-documents/bishops-commission-for-justice-ecology-and-development/statements-1
http://csjl.org/team.php

